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1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: 

 

Maize is the first crop in production and the second crop after wheat in terms of the crop 

area. The use and trade of maize is mostly a product of animal nutrition, but it is also an 

integral part of the human food basket. In addition to food and animal nutrition, maize 

has a wide range of industrial uses, from food processing to ethanol production. Corn is 

a one-year-old plant that is highly productive and has unique geographical compatibility 

that has led to its worldwide expansion. Corn varieties are widely used globally and 

include corn grain, starch production, corn oil, baby food, corn flour, corn fodder in 

livestock feed, maize residues as livestock feed in dry seasons, corn silage in winter feed 

cold areas, and corn residues as mulch. The use of corn can be considered a fundamental 

and vital issue for developing and developed countries. So, these grains are used to feed 

livestock and poultry, and states that are very rich in livestock should be very rich in the 

amount of corn that should consider for feed. Therefore, the amount of cultivation is 

regarded for corn very high because it is used to supply livestock feed and is used as raw 

materials for industrial products (Nagy,2006). 

Physiologists and breeder researchers seek to identify the traits that are relative to 

cultivars due to higher production yields in more cultivars. Common research has been 

carried out on the relationship and correlation between strains. Since yield is a complex 

trait controlled by many genes, environmental factors significantly impact it. While 

evaluating product yield, it is recommended to use physiological and morphological traits 

related to yield in different genotypes (Abde Mishani and Shahnejat Boushehri, 1997). A 

review of other researchers' works indicates that determining relationships between yield 

and its components is essential. Although the results of all experiments were not in 

agreement with each other, in most experiments, some yield components such as (The 

amount of photosynthesis, leaves Number, Nodes Number, Chlorophyll content, plant of 

Height, all seeds Weight, Ear Length, Seed on per Cob Number, Seed in the column 

Number, Outer Ear Diameter, Seed in Rows Number, Cob Corn Weight, Stem Diameter, 

1000 Seeds in fresh and Dry Weight, Oil Percent, Protein, and Starch ) have great 

importance in determining yield. Thus, by determining the reaction of corn grain yield 

under nitrogen levels at different planting dates and recognizing the traits that have a 

significant effect on yield, we can succeed in better programming of Agronomy 

management and breeding of progressive hybrids. Using and accurately measuring these 

parameters, we can study the yield of corn and the correlation of yield components in corn 
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with yield. The relationship between traits in genotype in a few years can be an acceptable 

result for more accurate analysis than the existing conditions for achieving the goal has 

gained a decent yield (Harder et al., 1982; Fasae et al., 2009; Băşa et al., 2016; 

Esfandiary et al., 2012; Battaglia et al., 2018; Marković et al., 2017; Akintoye and 

Kintomo, 2009; Birkey, 2009, Mousavi et al., 2020). 

Corn has the highest yield in calcareous soils with loamy texture, sufficient depth, good 

permeability, and sufficient organic matter (1 to 2%). Hefty soils are not suitable for corn 

cultivation. This type of land for corn cultivation needs to be improved by animal and 

green manure. Clay and calcareous soils and sandy clay soils of sufficient depth are 

suitable for cultivating this plant. Maize grows well in soils with a pH between 6 and 7 

and yields significantly. 

The plant needs many nutrients for its healthy and optimal growth. Without these 

nutrients, plants cannot grow to their full potential, reduce harvest, and become more 

susceptible to disease. The essential nutrients in the tree without which they cannot 

survive are known as the Macronutrient: nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium 

(K).  

The use of yield components and morphological or physiological traits has been 

suggested as indirect selection indicators to achieve progress in programs and increase 

yield. In this regard, researchers have identified the traits of grain number in the ear, grain 

weight, number of ears, ear length,  seeds in a row number, and ear height above ground 

level as the most important traits that affect yield(Dwyer et al., 1994; Agrama, 1996; 

Farhatullah, 1990; Shalygina, 1990; Singh et al., 1993; Tollenaar 1997). 

GT or Genotype in traits biplot by GGE biplot technique used to study effect traits on 

genotypes. GGE is an excellent biplot to show the interaction between together (Yan 

&Rajcan, 2002). used to GT biplot can learn genetics correlation (Lee et al., 2006; Yan 

& Rajcan, 2002; Ma et al. 2004; Rubio et al., 2004; Yan & Frégeau-Reid, 2008). It has 

been exploited in variety evaluation of soybean (Yan & Rajcan, 2002), white lupin (Rubio 

et al., 2004), bean (Fernández et al. 2008), wheat (Morriset al., 2004), sugar beet (Ober 

et al. 2005) and oat (Peterson et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2007; Yan and Frégeau-Reid, 2008). 

As plant breeders increasingly use biplots, the correct interpretation of GT biplots 

becomes essential. Visualize markers attributes, GT biplot can draw from origin to traits. 

The angle between the two traits can make a correlation coefficient. All biplots presented 

in this study were generated using the GGEbiplot software or Genstat Software (Yan, 

2014).  
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Mousavi and Janos (2020) reported grain yield was a positive correlation with (height 

plant, outer ear diameter, the ear weight, cob weight, leaves Number, all seed in each ear 

weight, the one thousand seeds weight ) on FAO410, and Grain yield was a positive 

correlation with (Height plant, stem diameter, outer ear diameter, the weight of ear, 

weight of cob, number seeds in each column, weight all seed in each ear, the fresh plant 

in a hectare weight, the one thousand seeds weight) on FAO340 too. Cluster analysis 

indicated the attributes classification on two groups of hybrids. The maximum grain yield 

needs to evaluate its components and effect on grain yield (Mousavi et al., 2020). 

Plant breeding methods' main purpose is to identify the superior genotypes based on the 

multi‐environmental tests (MET) and the evaluation of different attributes. The 

researchers estimate some attributes in a different environment, but they usually find a 

problem while evaluating these attributes. This problem happens most when there is a 

negative interaction among the attributes (De Leon et al., 2016). 

The objectives of this research are: 

 - The study of the interaction between genotype and trait in maize cultivars uses a biplot 

graphic technique. 

- Determination of the highest yield and maximum desirability in maize hybrids. 

- Evaluate the relationship between yield and components yield graphically in maize 

hybrids. 

- Evaluation of effect treatment NPK fertilizer on maize hybrids. 

- Stability and Adaptability in maize hybrids.  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

 

Study the interaction between genotype and trait; an experiment was conducted at the 

Faculty of Agriculture research farm, University of Debrecen.  In this experiment, two 

maize cultivars, FAO340 and FAO 410 were studied in a randomized complete block 

design with four replications. Plant spacing was selected on 20 cm lines. Seeds are 

disinfected before planting. In this experiment, the genotypes sown with a kernel number 

of 72 000 plants/ha were applied to the six fertilization treatments. Fertilizer level includes 

NPK0(N:0, P2O5:0, K2O:0), NPK1(N:30, P2O5:23, K2O:27), NPK2(N:60, P2O5:46, 

K2O:54), NPK3(N:90, P2O5:69, K2O:81), NPK4(N:120, P2O5:92, K2O:108), 

NPK5(N:150, P2O5:115, K2O:135) (figure 1).  

24th in April 2018, 2019, and 2020 was sowing day on in a long-term experiment. The 

daily rainfall sum is specified on local measurements. The total rainfall from May until 

October was 291 mm in 2018, 279 mm in 2019, and 482mm in 2020 (Mousavi et al., 

2020)(figure 2). There were favourable conditions, including precipitation and 

temperature, during the growing season to grow maize. In April, the climate had a 

desirable impact on the somewhat dry and warm, but there was near to average 

precipitation from April until May (average 93.9 mm) due to the dried seedbed condition. 

There was no problem with germination because they had the excellent condition of soil 

and precipitation too. There was favourable precipitation and temperature during the 

growing season, providing ideal conditions for maize development, growth, and yield 

formation.  

In addition to univariate statistical methods (analysis of variance and regression analysis), 

multivariate statistical methods were also used to analyze the interaction effects of 

genotype and environment. The genotype's response to the environment is considered a 

univariate relationship in the parametric methods discussed so far. In all univariate 

methods, the genotype response to the environment is justified by calculating a stability 

index. 

In the GGE biplot graphical process, choices are made founded on graphical data 

investigation and data, unlike other conventional methods. This technique includes 

numerous capacities and clarity in interpreting results. In this way, the evaluations are 

based on graphic images, not based on outputs generated in tables, etc. The GGE biplot 

model has attracted quantitative, biomedical, and racial geneticists for its easy analysis 

and evaluation. 
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Figure 1 Map of the Field Experiment Látókép 

 

 

Figure 2 Monthly mean temperature and precipitation in 2018-2020 in Debrecen 
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3. RESULTS 

 

The compound variance analysis showed that some traits had a variety on the effect of 

the NPK, the genotype, the year, interaction NPK in the year, interaction the year in 

genotype, interaction the year in NPK and interaction the genotype in the year in the NPK. 

To investigate genotype interaction in the traits, applying AMMI model principal 

component analysis in FAO410 and FAO340 hybrids explains that significant at one 

percent effect of the first principal component. So, the AMMI model is considered one 

main component. AMMI was used to evaluate traits' stability in this study, presented in 

tables (1). The genotype interaction in the traits shows that the first principal component 

effect is significant at one percent. The first principal component showed 54.24%, and 

the second principal component, 20.75 percent, explained the total squares interaction by 

using the AMMI model in the FAO410 hybrid (Table1). AMMI biplot can evaluate the 

interaction effect of treatment with traits. Traits had the highest interaction between 

different fertilizer treatments: grain yield, height plant, green plant mass, and leaves a 

number and had the maximum effect on the FAO410 hybrid's performance. So, these 

traits had desirable stability on different fertilizer treatments to FAO410 hybrid. 

On the other hand, chlorophyll had the minimum stability of this hybrid on different NPK 

fertilizer treatments. Desirable treatments are stability and adaptability, including NPK4, 

NPK2, and NPK5(fig 3,4). In the FAO340 hybrid, the first principal component showed 

58.18%, and the second principal component, 18.04 percent, explained the total squares 

interaction by using the AMMI model in the FAO340 hybrid (Table2). Also, traits with 

the highest interaction between different fertilizer treatments, including leaves number, 

plant height, green plant mass, and one thousand grain weight, had the maximum effect 

on the FAO340 hybrid's performance. So, these traits had desirable stability on different 

fertilizer treatments to FAO340 hybrid(figure 5,6). 
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Table 1 Analysis of variance by AMMI model FAO 410 

S.O.V DF SS SS% F 

Total 1223 1178   

Treatments 101 221.0  2.57 

NPK 5 157.4  36.99 

Traits 16 0.0  0.00 

Block 51 45.6  1.05 

Interactions 80 63.6  0.93 

IPCA1 20 34.5 54.24 2.03 

IPCA2 18 13.2 20.75 0.86 

Residuals 42 15.9 25.01 0.44 

Error 1071 911.4   

 

 

Figure 3 Biplot average attribute of hybrid FAO340 on different treatments levels at principal component values 

(AMMI). Chlorophyll (CHR), NDVI (NDV), plant Height (HP), Leaves number (LN), Stalk diameter (SD), the 

diameter of the ear (OED), nodes number(NN), ear weight (WE), cob corn weight (WC), ear weight (WE), cob corn 

weight (WC), grain in row number(NSR), grain in column number (NSC), ear size(LE), all-grain ear weight (WSE), 

grain in-ear number (NSE), green plant mass weight(WFP), one thousand grain weight (1S), Seeds performance (GY). 
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Figure 4 Biplot average NPK of hybrid FAO410 at principal component values (AMMI). G1-G6 fertilizer treatments 

 

 
Table 2 Analysis of variance by AMMI model FAO 340 

S.O.V DF SS SS% F 

Total 1223 1186   

Treatments 101 180  2.09 

NPK 5 120.8  28.37 

Traits 16 0.0  0.00 

Block 51 94.1  2.17 

Interactions 80 59.3  0.87 

IPCA1 20 34.5 58.18 2.03 

IPCA2 18 10.7 18.04 0.70 

Residuals 42 14.1 23.78 0.39 

Error 1071 911.4   
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Figure 5 Biplot average attribute of hybrid FAO410 on different treatments levels at principal component values 

(AMMI). Chlorophyll (CHR), NDVI (NDV), plant Height (HP), Leaves number (LN), Stalk diameter (SD), the 

diameter of the ear (OED), nodes number(NN), ear weight (WE), cob corn weight (WC), ear weight (WE), cob corn 

weight (WC), grain in row number(NSR), grain in column number (NSC), ear size(LE), all-grain ear weight (WSE), 

grain in-ear number (NSE), green plant mass weight(WFP), one thousand grain weight (1S), Seeds performance (GY). 

 

Figure 6 Biplot average NPK of hybrid FAO410 at principal component values (AMMI)G1-G6 fertilizer treatments. 
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Desirable traits are the most recognizable and representative of other traits. Accordingly, 

the all-grain ear weight and ear weight recognizes as desirable attributes due to proximity 

to the middle of concentric circles. Finally, the number of seeds per row and NDVI were 

introduced as the most powerless attribute due to their greater length from the center of 

concentric circles. It must be commented that the excellent attribute is a desirable 

representative for the study of treatments (although this is not a cause to deny the results 

of other attributes). The desirable attribute means the most desirable routine of treatment 

response in the FAO410 hybrid. The first and second principal components covered 

91.20% of this analysis's total data (fig 7). One of the main usages of biplot is identifying 

the best treatments based on various measured indicators or traits. Indicates the 

treatments' ranking based on the desirable treatment that treatment tends to the positive 

end of the treatments' mean axis and its vertical distance from this line. The similarity and 

proximity of the desirable treatments and the appropriate treatment can be easily 

identified. Accordingly, the desirable treatment was NPK5, followed by NPK4, NPK2, 

NPK3, NPK1, and NPK0. NPK4 and NPK5 are the most desirable treatments for the 

number of seeds per row, chlorophyll, one thousand grain weight, and stem diameter in 

FAO410 hybrid(fig 8). The seed's performance, the fresh plant's weight, stem diameter,  

and the one thousand grain weight recognize as desirable traits due to its proximity to the 

center of concentric circles. NDVI and the number of seeds per row are introduced as the 

most invalid traits due to their greater space from the centre of concentric circles. The 

first and second principal components covered 91.69% of the total data in this FAO340 

hybrid (fig 9). The desirable treatment was NPK4, followed by NPK5, NPK2, NPK3, 

NPK1, and NPK0. The leaves number and Length of the ear were the most desirable in 

NPK5 and NPK4 in the FAO340 hybrid (fig 10). 
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Figure 7 Determine ideal traits with GGE biplot on FAO410. Chlorophyll (CHR), NDVI (NDV), plant Height (HP), Leaves number 

(LN), Stalk diameter (SD), the diameter of the ear (OED), nodes number(NN), ear weight (WE), cob corn weight (WC), ear weight 

(WE), cob corn weight (WC), grain in row number(NSR), grain in column number (NSC), ear size(LE), all-grain ear weight (WSE), 

grain in-ear number (NSE), green plant mass weight(WFP), one thousand grain weight (1S), Seeds performance (GY). 0-5 treatments 

NPK.  

 

Figure 8 Determine ideal treatments with GGE biplot on FAO410. Chlorophyll (CHR), NDVI (NDV), plant Height (HP), Leaves 

number (LN), Stalk diameter (SD), the diameter of the ear (OED), nodes number(NN), ear weight (WE), cob corn weight (WC), ear 

weight (WE), cob corn weight (WC), grain in row number(NSR), grain in column number (NSC), ear size(LE), all-grain ear weight 

(WSE), grain in-ear number (NSE), green plant mass weight(WFP), one thousand grain weight (1S), Seeds performance (GY). 0-5 

treatments NPK. 
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Figure 9 Determine ideal traits with GGE biplot on FAO340. Chlorophyll (CHR), NDVI (NDV), plant Height (HP), Leaves number 

(LN), Stalk diameter (SD), the diameter of the ear (OED), nodes number(NN), ear weight (WE), cob corn weight (WC), ear weight 

(WE), cob corn weight (WC), grain in row number(NSR), grain in column number (NSC), ear size(LE), all-grain ear weight (WSE), 

grain in-ear number (NSE), green plant mass weight(WFP), one thousand grain weight (1S), Seeds performance (GY). 0-5 treatments 

NPK. 

 

Figure 10 Determine ideal treatments with GGE biplot on FAO340. Chlorophyll (CHR), NDVI (NDV), plant Height (HP), Leaves 

number (LN), Stalk diameter (SD), the diameter of the ear (OED), nodes number(NN), ear weight (WE), cob corn weight (WC), ear 

weight (WE), cob corn weight (WC), grain in row number(NSR), grain in column number (NSC), ear size(LE), all-grain ear weight 

(WSE), grain in-ear number (NSE), green plant mass weight(WFP), one thousand grain weight (1S), Seeds performance (GY). 0-5 

treatments NPK. 
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Simple variance analysis showed that significant effect of NPK fertilizer, year, and 

interaction of NPK fertilizer in the year on FAO410 hybrid, and effect of NPKfertilizer 

and interaction of year in NPK fertilizer for FAO340 hybrid. Compound variance analysis 

showed significant NPKFertilizer, year, the interaction of year in NPK fertilizer, and 

interaction of genotype in the year. The significance of the effects means that the NDVI 

had a variety of these effects. NDVI was positive on the first factor and negative on the 

second-factor factor analysis. NDVI had minimum desirable stability in FAO410 and 

FAO 340 hybrids. Simple variance analysis showed a significant Effect of NPK fertilizer, 

year, and interaction of NPK fertilizer in the year on FAO410 and FAO340 hybrids. 

Compound variance analysis showed significant NPKFertilizer, genotype, year, and year 

in NPK fertilizer interaction. The significance of the effects means that the Chlorophyll 

had a variety of these effects. Chlorophyll had positive on the first and second factors in 

PCA analysis. In general, Chlorophyll had a positive correlation with plant height, ear 

weight,  cob corn weight, grain in column number, ear size, all-grain ear weight, and seeds 

performance in FAO410 hybrid. Chlorophyll had a positive correlation between cob corn 

weight, ear size, all-grain ear weight, grain in-ear number, and seeds performance in 

FAO340 hybrid. Plant height has a significant on NPK fertilizer, year, and interaction of 

NPK fertilizer in the year in FAO410 hybrid. Also, it had significant with NPK fertilizer 

and year in FAO340 hybrid in simple variance analysis. The compound analysis showed 

that plant height was significant on NPK fertilizer, genotype, year, and NPK fertilizer 

interaction in the year. The significance of the effects means that the plant height had a 

variety of these effects. Plant height was the main factor of the NPK0 level of Fertilizer 

in regression analysis at FAO340 hybrid. Also, the main factor was the first factor in 

FAO410hybrid by factor analysis. There is a positive correlation between plant height 

with leaves number, chlorophyll, nodes number, ear weight, cob corn weight, grain in 

column number, all-grain ear weight, grain in-ear number, and seeds performance in 

FAO410 hybrid. Effect of NPK significant on FAO410, the effect of NPK and year 

significant on FAO340 in simple variance analysis. Compound variance analysis showed 

the significant effect of the NPK, genotype, year, and interaction NPK in the year. The 

significance of the effects means that the leaves number had a variety of these effects. 

Leaves number significant main factor in NPK3 on FAO410 by regression analysis, and 

the significant main factor in NPK3, NPK4, and NPK5 on FAO410. Also, leaf number 

was an essential factor in the first factor in FAO410 and the second factor for FAO340 in 

factor analysis. Leaves number had a positive correlation with the number of nodes and 
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grain yield in FAO410 and a positive correlation with the number of nodes in FAO340. 

Leaves number was positive in the first principle component and negative in the second 

principal component in FAO410 and FAO340. Simple variance analysis showed that the 

number of nodes significant effect of NPK in FAO410, NPK, and year in FAO340. The 

number of nodes significant in NPK, year, interaction NPK in the year, and interaction 

genotype in the year in the compound analysis. The significance of the effects means that 

the nodes number had a variety of these effects. Regression analysis indicated that the 

number of nodes significant factor in NPK4 in FAO410 and NPK6 in FAO340. Fist factor 

of factor analysis showed that the number of nodes in the main factor in FAO410 and the 

second factor in FAO340. The node's number has similar in the cluster analysis and has 

the same group in FAO340 and FAO410. Stem diameter had a significant effect on NPK, 

year, and interaction NPK in the year at FAO410 and NPK effect and year in FAO340 in 

simple variance analysis. The compound analysis showed that stem diameter significant 

effect of the NPK, year, and interaction NPK in the year on hybrids. The significance of 

the effects means that the stem diameter had a variety of these effects. Stem diameter 

significant on NPK3, NPK5, and NPK6 on FAO 410 and significant at NPK2 in FAO340 

in regression analysis. The second factor of the factor analysis was an essential factor for 

hybrids. Stem diameter had a similar group with outer ear diameter in cluster analysis in 

hybrids. Stem diameter was a positive correlation with the outer ear diameter at hybrids. 

Compound variance analysis showed that the number of seeds per row significant in the 

effect of interaction NPK in genotype in the year. The significance of the effects means 

that the number of seeds per row had various effects. The number of grains per row 

significant in important factors at NPK4 by regression analysis. Principle component 

analysis showed that first PCA was positive and second PCA negative at FAO410, and 

first and second principal component was positive in FAO340. Effect of NPK and year 

significant in the number of seeds per column at hybrids in simple variance analysis. The 

compound analysis showed that significant effect of NPK, year, interaction NPK in the 

year, interaction genotype in the year, interaction NPK in genotype in the year in hybrids. 

The significance of the effects means that the number of seeds per column had various 

effects. The number of seeds per column significant effect on grain yield in regression 

analysis at NPK3 in FAO340. Factor analysis showed that the number of seeds per 

column was the primary first factor at hybrids. The number of seeds per column had a 

teammate with the grain in ear number in hybrids. The grain in column number had a 

positive correlation with length ear, the weight of seeds per ear, the number of seeds per 
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ear, grain yield, chlorophyll, plant height, the cob weight, and ear weight in FAO410. 

Simple variance analysis showed the number of seeds per ear significant effect of NPK 

and year in FAO410 and the impact of NPK in FAO340. The number of grain per ear 

significant on the NPK, the year, interaction NPK in the year, and interaction genotype in 

the year in compound variance analysis. The significance of the effects means that the 

number of seeds per ear had various effects. Regression analysis showed that the number 

of seeds per ear was significant in NPK1 at FAO340 and a key factor for grain yield. It 

was a critical factor in the first factor in hybrids by factor analysis. The number of seeds 

per ear has a similar group with the number of seeds per column in cluster analysis. The 

grain in-ear number had a favourable correlation with height corn, cob corn weight, ear 

weight, and grain in column number in FAO 410, and grain in-ear number with green 

plant mass, seeds performance, chlorophyll, ear weight, grain in column number, size of 

the ear, and all-grain ear weight in FAO340. Principal analysis indicated that the number 

of seeds per ear had positive PCA1 and negative PCA2 in hybrids. The number of seeds 

per ear had desirable stability on FAO340 by AMMI analysis. The analysis of simple 

variance showed all-grain ear weight significant on the effect of the NPK, the year, and 

interaction NPK in the year in hybrids. Weight of all seeds per ear significant with the 

NPK, the year, genotypes, interaction the year in NPK, interaction genotype in the year, 

and interaction genotype in the year in NPK in compound variance analysis. The 

significance of the effects means that the weight of seeds per ear had various effects. 

Regression analysis indicated that it is significant on NPK2 in FAO340. So, the weight 

of all seeds per main ear element for NPK2. Weight of seeds per ear teammate with grain 

yield in cluster analysis. All grain ear weight had a positive correlation with one thousand 

grain weight, seeds performance, chlorophyll, plant height, the weight of ear, cob corn 

weight, and grain in-ear number in FAO410, and also has a positive correlation with the 

number of seeds per ear, the weight of the fresh plant, the weight of one thousand seeds, 

grain yield, chlorophyll, plant height, the weight of cob, the weight of ear, and a number 

of seeds per column in FAO340. One thousand grain weight was significant on the impact 

of NPK, the year, and interaction the year in NPK at simple variance analysis in hybrids. 

Component variance analysis showed a significant impact on the NPK, the genotype, the 

year, interaction NPK in the year, interaction genotype in the year, and interaction 

genotype in the year in NPK on hybrids. The significance of the effects means that the 

weight of one thousand grain had various effects. It was the main trait in the first factor 

in FAO340 at factor analysis. one thousand grain weight had a positive correlation with 
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seeds performance, the ear weight, and all-grain ear weight on FAO410, and positive 

correlation with grain yield, the diameter of the ear, the ear weight, cob corn weight, green 

plant mass, and grain in-ear number on FAO340. It had a negative correlation with stem 

diameter on FAO340 too. Positive in the first principal component and negative in the 

second principal component on the weight of all seeds per ear on FAO410, and positive 

in the first and the second principal component on FAO340 by PCA analysis. Simple 

variance analysis showed the significant effect of NPK, the year, and interaction NPK the 

year on hybrids. Weight of cob significant with NPK, the year, the genotype, interaction 

NPK in the year, interaction the genotype in the year, and interaction the year in the 

genotype in NPK at compound variance analysis. The significance of the effects means 

that the weight of cob had a variety of these effects. Regression analysis showed that the 

weight of cob significant on NPK2 in FAO 410. So the weight of cob was the main factor 

in grain yield at this level of NPK. The cob's weight was the central element in the first-

factor group by factor analysis; in cluster analysis, cob corn weight teammate with an ear 

on FAO410, and the ear value in FAO340. Cob corn weight positively correlates with 

grain in column number, ear size, the all-grain ear weight, seeds performance, 

chlorophyll, plant height, and weight of ear on FAO410. Simple variance analysis showed 

the significant effect of NPK, the year, and interaction NPK the year on hybrids. Weight 

of ear significant with NPK, the year, the genotype, interaction NPK in the year, 

interaction of the genotype in the year, interaction NPK in genotype, and interaction the 

year in the genotype in NPK compound variance analysis. The significance of the effects 

means that the weight of the ear had a variety of these effects. Regression analysis showed 

that the ear's weight was significant on NPK1, NPK4, NPK5, and NPK6 in FAO 410. So 

the weight of the ear was the main factor to grain yield at this level of NPK. The weight 

of the ear was the central element in the first-factor group by factor analysis. Weight of 

ear had a positive correlation with cob corn weight, grain in column number, the ear size, 

grain in-ear number, one thousand grain weight, seeds performance, chlorophyll, and 

plant height in FAO410, and had a positive correlation with cob corn weight, ear size, all-

grain ear weight, grain in-ear number, green plant mass, seeds performance, and 

chlorophyll on FAO340. The principal component analysis showed that the ear's weight 

was positive in PCA1 and negative in PCA2 on FAO410. Also, it was positive in PCA1 

and PCA2 on FAO340. Outer ear diameter significant effect of NPK, the year, and 

interaction NPK in the year on hybrids in simple and compound variance analysis. The 

significance of the effects means that the outer ear diameter had a variety of these effects. 
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Regression analysis showed that this trait was the main factor or significant on NPK4 in 

the FAO340. Outer ear diameter was the main factor in the second group factor analysis 

on hybrids. Outer ear diameter was a teammate with stem diameter in cluster analysis n 

hybrids. Correlation analysis showed that the diameter of the ear negatively correlated 

with cob corn weight and ear size and a positive correlation with stalk diameter on 

FAO410. Negative correlation with cob corn weight, ear size, green plant mass, one 

thousand grain weight, and positive correlation with stalk diameter on FAO340. Simple 

variance analysis showed that length of ear significant effect of NPK, the year, and 

interaction the year in NPK on hybrids. Compound variance analysis showed the 

significant effect of NPK, genotype, the year, interaction NPK in the year, and genotype 

in NPK in the year on hybrids. The significance of the effects means that the length of the 

ear had a variety of these effects. The length was of ear significance in NPK1 on FAO410 

in regression analysis. So the ear size was the main factor in grain yield at this treatment. 

The ear size was the main factor in the first group of the factor analysis. The ear size was 

a teammate with cob corn weight in FAO410 and the fresh plant's weight in FAO340 in 

cluster analysis. Correlation analysis showed that ear size had a positive correlation with 

chlorophyll, plant height, the cob corn weight, and grain in column number on FAO410, 

and a positive correlation with all-grain ear weight, green plant mass, chlorophyll, the ear 

weight, and cob corn weight on FAO340. Also, it had a negative correlation with stalk 

diameter and diameter of the ear on hybrids. The first and second principal component 

analysis was a positive factor in the PCA figure. The length of the ear had a maximum 

effect on NPK4 in FAO340 by GGE analysis. Weight of fresh plant significant effect of 

NPK, the year, and interaction NPK in the year by simple variance analysis on two 

hybrids. Compound variance analysis indicated its significant effect on NPK, the year, 

interaction NPK in the year, and interaction genotype in the year. The significance of the 

effects means that the fresh plant's weight had a variety of these effects. Factor analysis 

indicated that all grain ear weight was in the third group in FAO410, and it was the first 

group in FAO340. Green plant mass had a positive correlation with one thousand grain 

weight, seeds performance, chlorophyll, the cob corn weight, the ear weight, ear size, all-

grain ear weight, and the number of grains per ear on FAO340. Also, it had a negative 

correlation with the diameter of the ear and stalk diameter. The first principal component 

analysis was a positive factor, and the second was negative on FAO410. However, in 

FAO340, the first and second principal component analysis was a positive factor in PCA 

analysis. Grain yield significant on the effect of NPK, the year, and interaction NPK in 
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the year on FAO410, and it significant on the impact of NPK and the year on FAO340 in 

simple variance analysis. Compound variance analysis indicated that NPK, the year, 

interaction the year in NPK, and interaction Genotype in the year on hybrids. The 

significance of the effects means that the grain yield had a variety of these effects. The 

first group of factor analysis includes grain yield in FAO340 and FAO410 genotypes. 

Grain yield was a teammate with the weight of all seeds per ear in cluster analysis. Seeds 

performance positively correlates with chlorophyll, plant height, leaves number, the ear 

weight, cob corn weight, grain in column number, all-grain ear weight, and one thousand 

grain weight on FAO410. 
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4. NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

One of the essential factors that can encourage these farmers in the production sector is 

performance stability and increased production. New scientific results of this study 

include 

1. This research showed that grains' performance had stability on level fertilizer. NPK4 

(N: 120, P2O5:92, K2O:108) was the best treatment for FAO340 and NPK5 (N: 150, 

P2O5:115, K2O:135) for FAO410.  

2. Seed performance had a significant correlation with chlorophyll (0.64), height corn 

(0.64), leaves number (0.52), the ear mass (0.91), the cob corn weight (0.62), grain in-ear 

number (0.91), all-grain ear weight (0.97), and one-thousand kernel mass (0.63) in 

FAO410. It also positively correlates with attributes, including chlorophyll (0.56), plant 

height (0.54), cob corn weight (0.71), ear mass (0.85), grain in column number (0.50), 

all-grain ear mass (0.98), grain in-ear number (0.64), green plant mass (0.68), and one-

thousand kernel mass (0.68), in FAO340.  

3. Grain in row number and NDVI were introduced as the weakest trait on FAO410 and 

FAO340 based on the GGE biplot. Also, the seed performance, green plant mass, stalk 

diameter, and one thousand-grain weight recognizes as desirable traits due to their 

proximity to the center of concentric circles. 

4. Traits had the highest interaction between different fertilizers treatments: seed 

performance, height plant, the fresh plant's weight, and leaves a number and had the 

maximum effect on the FAO410 hybrid's performance. Also, traits with the highest 

interaction between different fertilizer treatments, including leaves number, plant height, 

green plant mass, and one thousand grain weight, had the maximum effect on the FAO340 

hybrid's performance.  

5. Based on the AMMI biplot and GGE biplot, chlorophyll had the lowest sustainability 

on different NPK fertilizer treatments in FAO410 and NDVI. The number of nodes had 

the lowest sustainability on different NPK fertilizer treatments FAO340. 

6. Desirable treatments are stability and adaptability includes NPK4(N:120, P2O5:92, 

K2O:108), NPK2(N:60, P2O5:46, K2O:54), and NPK5(N:150, P2O5:115, K2O:135) in 

FAO410, and desirable treatments are stability, and adaptability includes NPK4(N:120, 

P2O5:92, K2O:108), NPK5(N:150, P2O5:115, K2O:135), and NPK3(N:90, P2O5:69, 

K2O:81) in FOA340. 
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5. PRACTICAL UTILIZATION OF RESULTS 

 

Accordingly, the yield of a plant is a quantitative trait affected by various traits and the 

environment. In classical genetics, we have always learned that yield control of a trait 

complex, that function is a "quantitative trait" controlled by hundreds of genes. There is 

no violation of this maternal principle. This research indicated that the performance of 

corn has a different capacity for NPK treatments. Practical utilization of results include 

1. The farmer can use this analysis to get the maximum performance of the maize. This 

research suggested that the farmers have limitations about using NPK for their field 

(including costs or environmental), and they can cultivate maize without any NPK 

fertilizer. To get maximum performance, they must concentrate on ear weight and ear size 

on FAO410 and the grain in-ear number and plant height on FAO340.  

2. Farmers can use N: 30, P2O5:23, K2O:27 fertilizer on maize and concentrate on the 

growing period on the one thousand grain weight and cob corn weight on FAO410. N:60, 

P2O5:46, K2O:54 fertilizer can be used to corn hybrids and for maximum yield must 

concentrate growing period on leaves number and stalk diameter on FAO410. Maximum 

yield on N: 90, P2O5:69, K2O:81 fertilizer can concentrate growing period on node 

number and ear weight on FAO410. N: 120, P2O5:92, K2O:108 fertilizer could be a 

maximum performance with an ear weight and stalk diameter on FAO410. N: 150, 

P2O5:115, K2O:135 fertilizer can be helpful to maximum performance with an ear weight 

and stalk diameter on FAO410. 

3. Farmers can use N:30, P2O5:23, K2O:27 fertilizer on maize concentrate the growing 

period on all-grain ear weight and stalk diameter on FAO340 for maximum performance. 

N: 60, P2O5:46, K2O:54 fertilizer can be used to corn hybrids and for maximum yield 

must concentrate the growing period on grain in column number and leaves number on 

FAO340. Maximum yield on N: 90, P2O5:69, K2O:81 fertilizer can be concentrated the 

growing period on grain in row number and one thousand grain weight on FAO340. N: 

120, P2O5:92, K2O:108 fertilizer could be a maximum performance with leaves the ear's 

number and diameter on FAO340. N: 150, P2O5:115, K2O:135 fertilizer can be helpful 

to maximum performance with nodes number and leaves number FAO340. 

4. In general, NPK5 (N: 150, P2O5:115, K2O:135) is recommended to farmers to 

cultivate maize on hybrids and had a desirable and maximum performance for FAO410 

and FAO340. 
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